
Casino Track
An identification and tracking solution designed specifically for gambling 
organizations to verify a person’s identity, age and listing on any barred 
self-exclusion database. 

Identify Barred Players As They Walk Through The Door
The Casino Track software is an effective solution used by gambling facilities 
to identify and track players who are listed on voluntary internal or state 
barred self-exclusion lists. This solution greatly reduces the risk of a player 
entering the casino or cashing out by verifying their identity as soon as they 
enter the facility. Gambling organizations are able to increase security and 
reduce the possibility of paying expensive fines associated with having 
barred players on their property by using the Casino Track solution.

> Save money by avoiding fines.

> Increase security at the entrance.

> Reduce risk of having a barred
player on the premises.

> Quickly verify identity, age and status.

> Automatic & manual lookup.

> View complete list of barred players.

> Check information against multiple
exclusion lists.

> A user-friendly software program.

> Instantly view player information.

How It Works
Every player who enters the facility is required to have their driver’s license 
or state issued ID scanned. The information is populated into the Casino 
Track software and is instantly checked against multiple exclusion data-
bases and identified as either approved or barred. Users are also able to 
perform a manual search by typing in a person’s name. If a match appears 
based on search criteria, a screen shot of possible violators appear along 
with their photo. This provides the capability of verifying the identity of an 
individual before confronting them. 

Approved Scan Barred Player Alert

Player Search Barred Player Listing

Contact Elliott Data Systems, Inc. for more 
information or a free demonstration.

1-888-345-8511
www.elliottmobilesolutions.com
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